
            LEEDS KEEP OUR NHS PUBLIC MEETING 28th April 2021 

1. National Health News, developments and campaigns   

• Lateral Flow tests are being rolled out but most public health doctors feel they are of little value because 

of serious unreliability – at best  75% accurate if you have Covid and even more unreliable if you don’t so 

people have to isolate unnecessarily until they can get a PCR test and result.  However, Sylvia said having 

a lateral flow test had enabled her to visit a family member in a care home for the first time.   

• From April 1st Public Health England was replaced by a UK Health Security Agency. (UKHSA) There is 

concern this may have less to do with public health and more to do with the medico industrial complex 

having free rein.   

• There was a day of action against Centene on 22nd April with a sizable protest at Centene HQ in London 

and at London surgeries run taken over by Operose/Centene  plus small protests in Leeds and 

Nottingham, which have several Operose practices.. Campaigners  are pursuing a possible Judicial Review.  

• The rate of Covid infections is going down. However, Jon Trickett MP has highlighted that some areas of 

West Yorks with intensive industry and housing have 3x the national rate. Nick noted that although the 

area of  Bradford where he works has a relatively  high incidence of infections,  there have been no 

outbreaks in his school. Masks are now compulsory but ventilation remains a struggle.  John noted that an 

influential Canadian doctor in the WHO continues to play down the importance of aerosol spread.  

• Pay rise for NHS workers. Jon Trickett has put forward an Early Day Motion calling for a 15% pay rise  with 

support from 15 other MPs. The pay review body is due to report in June but HCT and KONP are already 

planning co-ordinated local protests and marches on 3rd July.  

• Bereaved relatives, the TUC, Guardian et al are pushing for an official Inquiry into the handling of the 

pandemic.  Meanwhile KONP’s People’s Inquiry continues. Session 6 on   Wed 5th May focuses on 

inequalities and discrimination.  Register here : https://www.peoplescovidinquiry.com/inequalities-and-

discrimination 
 

2. The People’s Vaccine Alliance     https://peoplesvaccine.org  

Gilda suggested that we should start thinking about how we can actively support this international campaign.  

COVAX, (WHO Global alliance )  aimed to ensure that poorer countries got at least 20% of people vaccinated to 
try to cover health  workers and the most vulnerable. However it has only distributed 21.5% of the 187.2m 
doses planned to be delivered by May and has been undermined by national governments and the 
pharmaceutical industry since it was established last year. Wealthy governments signed up to Covax but also 
struck private deals directly with vaccine manufacturers offering to pay higher prices to secure access more 
quickly. Vaccine producers such as Pfizer agreed to sell a relatively small amount of doses to Covax at a not-for-
profit rate, but directed the bulk of their supply to more lucrative private contracts. Other manufacturers such 
as Moderna are yet to supply the programme with a single dose.   

  A promised of  1.53bn doses for Covax  relied heavily  on the Serum Institute of India, which  was licensed to 
produce the Oxford vaccine on a royalty-free basis in exchange for agreeing to produce it for developing 
countries. However India has had difficulty getting the ingredients it needs from the USA and is now holding 
back supply because of its own huge outbreak.         

 Action called for by the PVA  https://peoplesvaccine.org/             

a. Demand rich countries like ours share  vaccines  
Unicef has called for the UK and all countries with significant supply   to commit a minimum of 5% now and 
scale this up  over the course of the year. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/22/revealed-big-
shortfall-in-covax-covid-vaccine-sharing-scheme  This week  the Welcome Trust are pressing the UK to set 
out a timetable for how they will increase the roll out , noting the UK has already given  almost as many 
doses to its own citizens than Covax has been able to ship to 120 countries in dire need of jabs. The UK Govt. 
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has said it will donate doses when it has a surplus ( It is on track to have 100million surplus doses! ) Pressing 
the UK to take a lead is particularly important  at the moment as they are head of the G7 which meets in 
June.   The US is also under pressure and Biden considering sharing 70m doses.  After an outcry, the US has 

shared  4m Astra Zeneca doses with Canada and Mexico. 
                                                                                                                                          
    b )  Press big pharma corporations to suspend their vaccine patents & share  know-how    

by joining the World Health Organisation Covid – 19 technology and access pool  (C- TAP). On the People’s 
Vaccine website you can select a company and ask their CEO if they will support this proposal. 
Drug companies are already indicating to investors that they will raise their prices when the pandemic is 
over (  ie. becomes endemic0  and they can get away with more commercial pricing.  Yet Astra Zeneca’s 
vaccine was 97% funded by public money!   

 

c) Call on all governments  to suspend vaccine patents/ the TRIPS agreement ( Trade-Related aspects of 
   Intellectual Property rights). In October 2020, South Africa and India introduced a petition  to suspend 
   TRIPS throughout the pandemic.    You can get help writing letters on the PVA website above 

   
d)  Help publicise the issue  

   You can download a new frame for your facebook profile  or display a poster “I want a people’s Vaccine 
   not a Profit vaccine” & share from https://peoplesvaccine.org/. Also write to the local press  

  
e) Join demonstrations  on May 11th outside Astra Zeneca in Cambridge &  Macclesfield   

 
ACTION  

• raise in national KONP  

• spread info on social media and encourage people to write to politicians and vaccine companies 

and sign petitions :  https://act.globaljustice.org.uk/suspend-patents-covid-19-vaccines and  Just 

Treatment’s  call to Vax companies  to put patients before profits: https://justtreatment.org/izzie   

• Get fliers and posters for stalls when we start having them.  Rob suggested that “ None of us are 

safe until all of us are safe” is a strong message .   
 

3. Other campaigns we need to support    

CND’s Nurses not Nukes.  We joined one small protest with CND outside LGI a few weeks ago  and John speaking 

at a national CND mtg tonight.   

Climate Change and COP 26 this autumn.  A few of us attended a meeting organised by Leeds TUC  Climate 

Change Committee a few months ago. We need to catch up with subsequent developments re building a 

campaign in Yorkshire in the run up to COP 26.  

Police Bill  A few KONP members supported the last Leeds protest against the Police Bill,  organised by a  loose 

coalition of organisations and supported by Leeds TUC.  Medact is calling for people to support actions this Sat 1st 

May. John will be turning out with the PCS samba band for a protest/ demo in Manchester. In Leeds a protest is 

planned on Woodhouse Moor at 3pm on Sunday 2nd May.   

Action  : Maintain links with the above campaigns and keep Leeds KONP updated re  strategy and 

                 actions we may wish to support.  Also invite to our Yorkshire Demo for the NHS.    
 

NaCSILS – national Campaign for a Social Care, Support & Independent Living Service, which is   

❖  Publicly funded, free at the point of use 

❖ Publicly provided, not for profit  

❖ Nationally mandated but designed and delivered locally  

❖ Co-produced with service users and democratically accountable 
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❖ Underpinned by staff whose pay and conditions reflect true value and skills  

❖ Designed to meet the needs of informal carers 

❖ Informed by a task force on independent living led by user controlled groups from diverse backgrounds   

This now has a steering group, facebook page, e mail address : nacsilservice@gmail.com , some useful tools, - 

pledge, motion, draft  petition and overview document. Please sign the pledge on the facebook page, which will 

give you an opportunity to leave your contact details and be kept in touch. We are also keen to get supporters to 

attend a national meeting on 13th may to hear an update from the Steering group and help to share ideas about 

how we can give this campaign real wings.  

We need to think about how we can support the campaign to scrap charges on disabled people which have 

ratcheted up during the pandemic and support care and support workers fighting for better pay, conditions and 

proper payment for sleep in shifts. 

 Action 

• Join the NaCSILS supporters meeting 13th May 6. 30  
Join Zoom Meeting 

              https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85398620729?pwd=Q2R1M3RuTEl0c3l0WHQra1VoTU9BQT09  

Meeting ID: 853 9862 0729        Passcode: 884472 

• Organise a public meeting hopefully on Wed 26th May at 6.30 to discuss the state of social care and 

support and what we can and should be doing. We agreed to invite speakers from DEAL and  Leeds 

Disabled People’s Organisation. Also Dawn to speak about informal carers as she has immediate and 

quite raw experience and a union rep for care workers, possibly Stella Smales from Unison.   
 

4. The fight against privatisation of the NHS continued.   

Nick noted that Leeds Addiction service has been hollowed out. The LA still owns buildings but services 

are contracted out.  He thought that John Lister’s emphasis on lobbying the Tories was misplaced ; we 

should be pressing Labour and pressing the trade unions to  use their influence on Labour. We 

acknowledged that Lister’s speech at the recent public meeting was not what we had expected !  
 

5. Yorkshire March for the NHS – July 10th  
G noted that she has been back in touch with the police and LEEDS LA to try to clarify whether Leeds 

Uni are  definitely going to  use Victoria gardens  on 10th and if so whether we can have agreement to 

assemble and rally outside Leeds Town Hall. We need a decision soon so we can get publicity out.  The 

PCS Samba band are booked and Rob said he would be assembling a group of folk musicians as usual.    

Marc has agreed to draw another of his unique postcards. He did a great one for last year which we 

were unable to use.  Nick asked what people felt should be emphasised on the card given the huge 

losses in the pandemic.  We agreed the thrust should be on celebrating the NHS, standing up for staff, 

outing privatisation and demanding staff and resources for a first class publicly provided and run NHS    

Action  

• G to  continue to chase clarification re assembly point and confirmation re the march  but will  e 

mail the TUS to give advance warning if this not clear by the end of next week.  

•  Marc making a start on the card -  Many thanks !  

NEXT MEETING WEDNESDAY MAY 12th 6.30 – 8pm      Join Zoom meeting 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86335983584?pwd=bTFZVmZ6QzlrdENoY1FzUVNvNWhrQT09  

            Meeting ID: 863 3598 3584                         Passcode: 987975 
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